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The recent report of the existence of meningeal lymphatic vessels (MLVs) in human and nonhuman primates used
both histology and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Many questions about the physiology and function of
these lymphatic vessels remain unanswered. Through the combination of appropriately positioned saturation
bands and time-of-flight angiography sequences, MRI can resolve direction of flow within vessels without the use
of exogenous contrast agent. Six healthy volunteers underwent high-resolution MRI of the MLVs running alongside
the superior sagittal sinus to determine the direction of the lymphatic flow. In all subjects, the lymphatic flow was
posterior to anterior, countercurrent to the direction of venous flow in the superior sagittal sinus and alongside the
superior sagittal sinus. This flow strongly supports that a large proportion of the CNS lymphatic flow in humans is
directed to the cribriform plate. The countercurrent direction of flow in the MLVs relative to venous flow in the su-
perior sagittal sinus has implications for modeling flow of fluid and solutes across the various compartments of the
CNS. A hypothetical compartmental model incorporating countercurrent flow is presented here.

INTRODUCTION
The central nervous system (CNS) has an incompletely under-
stood lymphatic system that is quite different from the systemic
lymphatic system. The CNS lymphatics is made more complex
by the interaction of the glial-associated lymphatic compart-
ment (glymphatics) with the meningeal lymphatic vessels
(MLVs) (1). In addition, the brain lymphatic system is made even
more unique by its relationship with the cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) compartment with its own circulatory pathways and dy-
namic pressures. Research supports that nerve sheaths, adven-
titia of blood vessels, and the cribriform plate are significant
routes of CSF drainage into the lymphatic system (2).

Although the CNS lymphatic system has been extensively
studied in animal models such as rodents, a 2017 report of the
existence of MLVs in humans was groundbreaking for this
area of clinical investigation into normal and pathophysiol-
ogy. This study’s utilization of noninvasive MRI also opened
the door for development of the wide variety of MRI se-
quences for shedding new light on the anatomy and function
of the CNS lymphatics (3).

To understand the functioning of a vascular compartment,
the direction of flow must be known. A common technique used
in MRI for imaging of arteries is time-of-flight (TOF) angiogra-
phy. The key principle for this technique is that blood flowing

from outside the image section to inside the image section will
have greater signal intensity than the relatively saturated pro-
tons in the imaged section and thus appear “brighter” (4). Of
course, radiologists already know the direction of blood flow in
the arteries from their knowledge of anatomy, so directionality
of flow does not need to be additionally tested for in the clinical
setting. To ascertain the direction of flow, TOF sequences can be
modified by the addition of saturation bands placed parallel on
either side of the image section. The protons in the fluid flowing
into the image section from the direction on the same side of the
saturation band will be saturated before entering the image
section and therefore will have low signal intensity and not
appear “brighter.” Vice versa, protons in fluid flowing into the
image section from the opposite side of the saturation band will
not be saturated before entering the image section and thus still
will appear “brighter.” In this study, we take advantage of these
MRI techniques to determine the direction of flow in the MLVs
running alongside the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) in human
subjects.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
This study was approved by the institutional review board.
Informed and signed consent was obtained. MRI safety ques-
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tionnaires were completed and reviewed before all volunteer
subjects entered the MRI scanner room.

Six healthy volunteers (women, 2; men, 4; age range, 30–56
years) underwent MRI scanning (3 T MRI unit; Skyra, Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany; body coil was used for radio-
frequency transmission; and 16-channel shoulder phased array
coil was used for reception). Compared with a standard head
coil, the small curved half-shell design of this high density
shoulder coil contoured to the vertex of the cranium quite
closely and improved the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the
region of the vertex of the head. The improved signal-to-noise
ratio was helpful for the high-resolution demands of the follow-
ing MRI techniques:

1. Coronal SPACE FLAIR (Sampling Perfection with Applica-
tion optimized Contrasts using varying flip angle Evolu-
tions): acquisition matrix, 222 � 222, 1.2 mm thick
sections, 176s; field of view (FOV), 120 mm; voxel dimen-
sions, 0.54 mm � 0.54 mm � 1.2 mm; repetition time
(TR)/apparent echo time (TE)/inversion time � 7000/100/
2100 milliseconds; echo train length, 264; fat saturation,
weak; flip angle evolution optimized for T2 constrast (T2
var), Caipirinha iPAT method; acquisition time, 6 minutes
24 seconds.

2. Axial SPACE T2 (Sampling Perfection with Application
optimized Contrasts using varying flip angle Evolutions):
acquisition matrix, 192 � 192, sections, 72; FOV phase, 77
mm; FOV reads, 64 mm; voxel dimensions, 0.4 � 0.33 �
0.4 mm; TR/TE, 3500/697 milliseconds; echo train length,
180; bandwidth, 280 Hz/pixel; averages, 1.7 parallel image
factor of 2, fat saturation, constant flip angle; acquisition
time, 5 minutes 31 seconds.

3. Coronal gradient echo inflow-sensitive sequence for TOF
angiography: matrix, 160 � 160; section, 1; section thick-
ness, 1.5 mm; FOV, 50 mm; voxel dimension, 0.31 �
0.31 � 1.5 mm; TR/TE, 30/4.49 milliseconds; bandwidth,
320 Hz/pixel; flip angle, 10° to reduce slow flow saturation
effects; signal averages, 10. By using the axial and coronal
SPACE sequences, the angle of the coronal section was
adjusted to be perpendicular to the course of the SSS and
adjacent MLVs in order to maximize sensitivity for inflow
of fluid into the imaging plane. This sequence was ac-
quired 3 times, each time with differing placements of the
saturation bands parallel to the image section as follows:

1. saturation bands anterior and posterior (negative con-
trol);

2. saturation band anterior only; and
3. saturation band posterior only.

Imaging was supervised and reviewed by a board-certified
radiologist.

RESULTS
All subjects completed all sequences of the MRI study and
reported no significant side effects.

The MLVs running alongside the SSS were visualized in all
6 subjects (Figures 1A and 2A). A coronal section slightly ante-
rior to the vertex was found to provide good visualization of the
MLVs most consistently. The appearance of the MLV was similar

to that previously reported with MLV visualized at the corners of
the SSS (3). The cross-sectional dimension of the visualized
lymphatic vessels was difficult to measure but was �0.5 mm, the
resolution of the high-resolution sequences. This estimate is in
line with that observed by MRI and by histology in the previous
work by Absinta et al. (3).

In all subjects, the coronal TOF sequence with saturation
bands both anterior and posterior to the image section showed
the expected low signal in the SSS and lack of visualization of
the MLVs (Figures 1B and 2B). This negative control was impor-
tant to demonstrate that the saturation bands effectively nulli-
fied the signal from flow into the image section.

In all subjects, the coronal TOF sequence with a saturation
band posterior to the image section showed the expected bright
signal in the SSS form the influx of unsaturated venous blood
flowing anterior to posterior (Figures 1C and 2C). The MLVs
were not visualized, suggesting that the flow was in a direction
opposite to the venous flow; however, very slow lymphatic flow
might not bring in the adequate flux of unsaturated protons and
thus could also produce a similar finding.

In all subjects, coronal TOF sequence with a saturation band
anterior to the image section showed the expected low signal in
the SSS (Figures 1D and 2D) owing to the saturation of the
venous blood flowing anterior to posterior through the satura-
tion band before entering the image section. Crucially, the MLV
in all subjects showed definitively increased signal consistent
with flow of lymphatic fluid posterior to anterior, opposite or
countercurrent to the venous flow in the SSS (Figures 1D and
2D). The MLV did not all show the same level of increased signal.
The greatest signal increase is expected from flow perfectly
perpendicular to the image section; thus, the different levels of
signal increase may be because of the different obliquities of the
vessels in relation to the image section. Also, different flow
velocities may contribute to the different levels of signal in-
crease, as a slower flow could result in less enhancement.

DISCUSSION
This study shows that lymphatic flow in the MLV runs counter-
current to venous flow in the SSS in the human brain. This result
has implications for how we model the interactions among the
various compartments of the CNS, such as the meningeal lym-
phatics, glymphatics, meninges, meningeal spaces, arteries,
veins, perivascular spaces/adventitia, perineural spaces/nerve
sheaths, brain parenchyma, and cerebrospinal fluid (1, 2, 5, 6).
Layer upon that interactions outside of the CNS such as with the
cribriform plate, nasal mucosa, systemic lymphatic system, and
trafficking of cytokines and immune cells (1). Animal studies
were principally used to develop these models, so imaging of the
human CNS lymphatic system may shed new light on extrapo-
lating these models to humans. For example, human models
would have to compensate for the greater metabolic needs and
waste concomitant with our larger brains.

The flow of these relatively large MLVs posteriorly to ante-
riorly (rostral) alongside the SSS strongly supports that a large
proportion of the CNS lymphatic flow is directed to the cribri-
form plate. Animal data have shown that protein and T lympho-
cytes in the brain migrate from the CNS along the olfactory
nerves, to beneath the nasal mucosa and into the cervical lymph
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nodes (7, 8). Our data support that in humans, this pathway is
also a major route of lymphatic flow and trafficking of
immune cells.

The countercurrent direction of flow of fluid in the MLVs
relative to venous flow in the SSS may necessitate a rethinking
of the interactions between the meningeal lymphatics, venous
structures, and the glymphatics, which are thought to drain fluid
along veins in the same direction as venous flow (1, 9, 10). While
initially the flow, both concurrent and countercurrent to venous

flow, may seem counterintuitive or impossible, the cellular-
based (astrocytic) glymphatic system is very different from the
meningeal lymphatics, which constitute a vasculature. Indeed,
the perivascular spaces of cerebral vessels have been referred to
as pseudolymphatics (1).

Countercurrent flow of the MLV in relation to the venous
flow in the SSS provides to the complex compartmental model a
new hypothetical component, which allows solutes, waste prod-
ucts, and pathologic proteins to be cleared from the CNS more

Figure 1. Utilization of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to determine the direction of flow in meningeal lymphatic
vessels (MLVs) of a 56-year-old woman. High-resolution coronal SPACE FLAIR image shows MLVs (arrows) adjacent to
the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) (arrowhead) (A). Coronal time-of-flight (TOF) sequence with saturation bands, both ante-
rior and posterior to the image section, shows the expected low signal in the SSS (arrowhead) and no signal in the re-
gion of the MLVs (arrows) (B). Coronal TOF sequence with a saturation band posterior to the image section shows bright
signal in the SSS (arrowhead) (C). The MLVs are not visualized (arrows). Coronal TOF sequence with a saturation band
anterior to the image section shows the expected low signal in the SSS (arrowhead) (D). MLVs show increased signal
consistent (arrows) with the rostral flow of lymphatic fluid posterior to anterior, countercurrent to the venous flow in the
SSS. Difference image generated by subtracting coronal TOF sequence with a saturation band posterior (C) from coro-
nal TOF sequence with saturation bands both anterior and posterior (B) shows the expected flow-related enhancement in
the SSS only (arrowhead) and not in the MLVs (arrow) (E). Difference image generated by subtracting coronal TOF se-
quence with a saturation band anterior (D) from coronal TOF sequence with saturation bands both anterior and poste-
rior (B) shows more clearly the flow-related enhancement in the MLV (arrow) and lack of enhancement in the SSS (arrow-
head) (F).
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rapidly through exchange to the dural venous sinuses that more
promptly drain back into the systemic venous system (Figure 3).
Fluid may also follow the solutes in this alternate clearance path.
This more efficient path for the transfer of fluid and other sub-
stances may also act as an effective sump system and helps drive
the hydraulic forces that drive the flow of fluid and solutes through
the chain of compartments in the CNS. Perhaps even antigens and
immune cells can traverse from the MLV countercurrent into the
SSS and thus bypass the rostral pathway and its connection to the
immunogenic, extracranial lymphatic system. In this way, the CNS
glymphatic/lymphatic system may more functionally resemble the

drainage of the systemic lymphatic system into the venous system,
although anatomically opposite (possibly mandated by the unique
systems in the CNS that the MLV must collaborate with). Counter-
current flow may be necessary to accomplish this more efficiently,
as the MLVs do no directly connect to the venous system like the
thoracic duct of the systemic lymphatic system. The mechanism of
this hypothetical route of clearance would presumably require a
novel interaction between lymphovascular and venovascular en-
dothelium and adventitia.

An alternate hypothesis using countercurrent flow is the
potential advantage of flow in the perivenous sinus space

Figure 2. Utilization of MRI to determine the direction of flow in MLVs of a 45-year-old man. High-resolution coronal
SPACE FLAIR image shows MLVs (arrows) adjacent to the SSS (arrowhead) (A). Coronal TOF sequence with saturation
bands both anterior and posterior to the image section shows the expected low signal in the SSS (arrowhead) and no
signal in the region of the MLVs (arrows) (B). Coronal TOF sequence with a saturation band posterior to the image sec-
tion shows bright signal in the SSS (arrowhead). The MLV are not visualized (arrows) (C). Coronal TOF sequence with a
saturation band anterior to the image section shows the expected low signal in the SSS (arrowhead) (D). MLVs show
increased signal consistent (arrows) with rostral flow of the lymphatic fluid posterior to anterior, countercurrent to the ve-
nous flow in the SSS. Difference image generated by subtracting coronal TOF sequence with a saturation band posterior
(C) from coronal TOF sequence with saturation bands both anterior and posterior (B) shows the expected flow-related
enhancement in the SSS only (arrowhead) and not in the MLV (arrow) (E). Difference image generated by subtracting
coronal TOF sequence with a saturation band anterior (D) from coronal TOF sequence with saturation bands both ante-
rior and posterior (B) shows more clearly the flow-related enhancement in the MLV (arrow) and lack of enhancement in
the SSS (arrowhead) (F).
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(Figure 3) akin to the flow of fluid in the perivenous space from
glymphatic drainage (1). This hypothesis may be more appealing
in the context of current models, as the mechanism is an exten-
sion of the perivenous flow path. Perivenous flow would then
have both options, to flow either rostrally in the MLV or cau-
dally in the perivenous sinus following venous blood flow.
Because the MLVs reside adjacent or in the perivenous sinus
space, they are in an ideal location to potentially transfer sub-
stances with that compartment in an effective countercurrent
exchange. The corollary is that the flow to the cribriform plate is
either exclusively or almost exclusively from the MLV.

This clearance of substances from the MLVs both to the
cribriform plate and countercurrent with the SSS (either directly
into the venous flow or perivenous sinus space) may provide an
important redundancy in case of damage or reduced flow to one
path. In rodents, data support that sleeping in the lateral position
is best for elimination of waste from the brain and least efficient
with the head elevated (5, 11). This rodent model supports that
the rate of waste clearance from the brain is affected by gravity.
Because neither the venous sinuses nor their MLVs have valves,
the bidirectionality of clearance (anteriorly/rostrally to the
cribriform plate and posteriorly/caudally to the confluence of
the sinuses) may be important to ensure clearance regardless of
the head position. Therefore, this system of redundancy may be
more developed in humans with our upright posture, and by
inference, the clearance of fluids and substances along the
spinal nerve sheaths may play a greater role in humans and
primates than in quadruped mammals. A long-lived species like
humans would perhaps require greater need for redundant sys-

tems that could handle clearing brain waste regardless of the
head position, for example, sleeping in the supine position with
rostral flow going against gravity. Notably, the MRI was ac-
quired with the subject in supine position so that the fluid in the
MLV alongside the SSS can continue to flow against gravity;
further experiments are required to determine the extent of the
effect of gravity on the flow rate.

Perhaps, a countercurrent pathway also became more de-
veloped in humans than in other mammals, as our brains are
much larger in relation to our cribriform plate and other anat-
omy for the olfactory system. The shape of our skulls also
became more convex to accommodate our larger brains, result-
ing in greater gravitational effects on drainage compared with
the flatter skulls of other mammals.

For assessing the prospects of CNS lymphatics as a thera-
peutic target (12), the further confirmation in humans that the
nasal mucosa is an important interface between the MLVs of the
CNS and systemic lymphatic system has a myriad of potential
implications such as immune modulation or enhanced clearance
of wastes and pathologic proteins. Interesting questions arise
such as potential effects on the CNS immune system of nasal
delivery of drugs like the common nasal steroids or the effect of
trauma or radiation to the brain and particularly the sinonasal
region.

Interestingly, the results of this study may provide further
insights into the physiological and immunological bases for the
effectiveness of certain meditative and health practices as well
as aspects of traditional Chinese medicine (13). For example, the
cribriform plate co-locates with yintang, an acupuncture

Figure 3. Hypothetical compartmental model incorporating countercurrent flow. Countercurrent flow of the MLV in rela-
tion to the venous flow in the SSS provides a new component to the compartmental model (yellow arrow), which hypoth-
esizes the advantage of an additional path that solutes, waste products, pathologic proteins, antigens, and immune cells
could be cleared from the CNS more rapidly through exchange from the MLV to the dural venous sinus. An alternative
mechanism is that countercurrent, caudal flow of fluid is in the perivenous sinus space of the SSS (blue arrow) akin to
the flow of fluid in the perivenous space from glymphatic drainage. Significant advantages potentially exist when
perivenous flow has options of flow rostrally in the MLV and/or caudally along the perivenous sinus space in the direc-
tion of venous blood flow, as emphasized in this figure by arrows pointing in opposite directions for flow to the cribri-
form plate versus in the direction of flow of the dural venous sinus/SSS.
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point used to treat neurological conditions (14). The emphasis
on breathing in many health practices may connect con-
sciously controlled respiration to the dynamic pulsatility of
the CSF (15) and thus drive lymphatic flow in the CNS to clear
wastes and pathologic proteins. Vascular pulsatility has also
been shown to be critical for driving the paravascular influx
of CSF through the brain parenchyma (16), and therefore,
purposeful control of the cardiovascular system may also
help to drive lymphatic flow.

Future MRI studies in humans can further develop the
compartmental model, for example, by determining direction of
flow in other MLVs, flow rates, and if flow is altered in various
pathologic states or normal aging. Further optimization of the
technique by varying TOF parameters may allow for visualiza-
tion of smaller MLVs and thus build a whole brain map of
directionality of flow. Dynamic studies with MRI could also help
to elucidate the relationships among the glymphatics/lymphat-
ics and the respiration and cardiovascular systems.
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